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Cat-only clinic to open in Midtown 
 

By: Thomas Bailey Jr. 

The expression — “fight like cats and 
dogs’’ – has stuck around more than 400 
years for good reason. An idiom pairing 
those two animals can succinctly, 
colorfully describe when folks brawl in a 
big way. 

So when Central Animal Hospital 
recently had the chance to separate its 
easily stressed cat patients from the 
dogs there, it bit (metaphorically 
speaking). 

The practice at 2192 Central recently built and opened a modern, million-dollar facility 
behind its existing, 69-year-old building. Initially, the veterinary clinic used most of the 
old building to board dogs, but last fall had a better idea. 

Starting April 1, Central Animal Hospital will staff the physically separated Central Cat 
Clinic in its older space. 

The rooms have already been freshly repainted with cat silhouettes on the walls, 
decorated with cat figurines, and stocked with products like Composure Feline Bite-
Sized Chews and Litter Magnet. 

“Atlanta has four and Nashville has one or two,” Stephen Karnes said of cat-only 
veterinary facilities. “We looked around and said, ‘Why isn’t anybody (in Memphis) filling 
the niche?’ ’’ 

Karnes manages Central Animal Hospital, owned by his wife and veterinarian Dr. 
Jennifer Karnes. 

Several years have passed since the Cat Hospital of Memphis closed in East Memphis. 
No other cat-only vet service has opened in Memphis. 

Over the past couple of decades, veterinary medicine has become more sensitive to 
cats’ distinct needs. 

“It is becoming more and more apparent that cats are not small dogs,” Jennifer Karnes 
said. “For a long time we extrapolated what we knew about the dog and just applied it to 
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the cat. And so there’s been a real movement in the past 15 to 20 years that cats are 
cats and we need to respect them as cats.” 

Central is one of two veterinary clinics in Memphis certified as a Cat Friendly Practice 
by the American Association of Feline Practitioners; the other is Southwind Animal 
Hospital at 7910 Winchester. 

Central attained the association’s “Gold” 
level in large part because of its separate 
facilities for cats. Southwind has the “Silver” 
level. 

“We try to keep cats away from dogs in 
every area of the clinic,” said Southwind 
Animal Hospital’s practice manager, Conya 
Tysinger. “We have two cat examination 
rooms. We couldn’t get gold because of the 
way the lobby is built. You have to have an 
area just for cats, but we do have it where 

they can go on the backside of the waiting area.” 

Much more than isolation from dogs is required for the Cat Friendly Practice 
certification. 

All rooms for cats have automatic misting devices that spread a pheromone that calms 
felines. 

The clinic’s staff is trained how to handle cats in a low-stress way. 

The veterinarians are also trained on low-tension examination techniques. 

“If you think about the dog being the extrovert of the world, they are very much going to 
tell you how they are feeling and what’s going on with them. You can read their body 
language,” Jennifer Karnes said. 

“A cat is more of an introvert. They are not going to show you exactly what’s going on, 
especially if there’s a lot of noise and a lot of light ... If you can get them in a more quiet 
environment and a more calm environment, you can ferret out what’s going on with 
them. It also reduces their stress level so you can hopefully decrease their 
hospitalization time.” 

Cats demand patience, too. 
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“You need to meet the cat on its own terms,” Jennifer Karnes said. “So, if a cat has 
gotten into the sink to sit, you do the exam while it’s sitting in the sink. Don’t try to force 
the cat to do what you need it to do.” 

Veterinary clinics like Central and Southwind are fighting a trend. 

In the U.S., households own 86 million cats compared to 78 million dogs, according to 
the American Association of Feline Practitioners. But nearly twice as many of those cats 
than those dogs are never taken to the veterinarian, according to the association. 

Central estimates just 30 to 35 percent of its patients are cats; Felines comprise only 30 
percent of Southwind’s patients. 

“A lot of owners don’t feel cats really need preventive care,” Southwind’s Tysinger said. 
“ ... That’s incorrect. They need as much care as dogs do.” 

Many cat owners consider vet visits as an ordeal, from coaxing the cat into a carrier to 
dealing with a cat stressed by strange dogs in the clinic. 

“As veterinarians, we haven’t done a good job of teaching people to put cats in a 
carrier,” Jennifer Karnes said. “They are running around their house trying to shove a 
cat into a carrier for a 9 o’clock appointment. You are already harried. (The cat) is 
screaming ... And people go home and say ‘I’m never doing that again’.’’ 

Cats can be acclimated to carriers from the time they are kittens, Stephen Karnes said. 
He suggests leaving the carrier out in a room so the cat always sees it, and even putting 
cat treats in it from time to time. 

“Cat owners enjoy feeling they are special,” Jennifer Karnes said. “They enjoy coming to 
an environment that is less stressful and where they can spend more one-on-one time. 
We are aiming to provide that.” 
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